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In 1979, a
young female
student
was
robbed of the
chance to live, love
learn...

Hpl^P

It was her first day at
UOP,
and freshman
Catina Salarno was looking for
ward to starting classes and the
college career that laid ahead of
her. She had recently broken up
with her boyfriend, Steven Burns,
and was ready for a new start.
But Burns had other plans...
turn to page 10 for story

Scott Kaufi
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T pttprs to the Editor

Some Pacifican staffers appalled by Pebbles and Bam Bam
Dear editor,
In actuality I would like to
address the entire Pacifican editorial
staff and the general audience of
Pacifican readers. I would first like to
commend the Pacifican for its major
improvements in the quality and
content of the paper this semester. I
understand that much of this change
is due to a group of dedicated section
editors and a hard working support
staff.
However, despite the many posi
tive changes that have occurred the
past two issues, I am intensely con
cerned about another aspect of the
student paper. In the previous issues
of the Pacifican, the Opinion section
of the paper has been filled with
many offensive, inappropriate
columns that represent a severe lack
of judgment and entirely unprofes
sional journalism.
I, like most people, sincerely sup
port the first amendment right to
free speech. Certainly you have

demonstrated that you can and will,
say and print whatever you like.
However, utilizing the right to free
speech is not the issue with which I
am concerned. Surely, you do have
the right to print any persons opin
ion, regardless of its content or pop
ularity. However, what I don't find
defensible is why these explicit
columns of the sexual nature belong
in the Pacifican, a paper which is
supposed to serve the entire student
body of UOP. There is an appropriate
place to voice every opinion and I do
not find the opinions expressed by
the Opinion section of the Pacifican
to be welcomed or in agreement
with the majority of Pacifican read
ers.
To this you may assert that if I do
not like what is being printed, I do
not have to read it. You are com
pletely correct, I do not have to read
it, but the point is, I should be able
to. Every student on this campus
should be able to pick up the

T-* . r.
Pacifican
andi readi it in its entirety,7
without being disgusted and
repulsed at its content and without
feeling personally offended or
attacked by it message. The student
paper should elicit pride in the
University of the Pacific, show
respect for and acknowledgment of
the many positive aspects of this
campus and serve to inform students
of issues and concerns which are
applicable to them. Instead, the
Pacifican has resorted to juvenile
attempts at off colored humor in an
effort to attract more readers to the
section, only in expense of its
respectability, professionalism and
principles of the paper.
Currently, the Opinion section
of the Pacifican is only creating scan
dal. It should indicate to the editori
al staff that there are severe problems
with the content of the paper when
alumnae are writing critical letters to
the editor asserting that the student
paper has become a trashy tabloid,

cuViQrrihprQ are
aro fV
subscribers
threatening,
subscriptions, and angry
— - $t
calling the office with com.
the Pacifican is not represent
serving these individuals 0rt1
eral student body, then
serving?
I also have a major probu
the Pacifican's claim that the
staff penciled the Top Ten hst
member of the Pacifican
staff. We did not aid in1 aiany
writing the list, nor were; we
that it was being written or
of its content. I would also
readers of the Pacifican to knol
although the Opinion section
that it represents the view
majority of the editors, it
represent the views of a single
ber of the Pacifican busin
advertising staff.
Sincerely,
Christina Flowers and the
Pacifican business/advertisin
'

Letter

#

#

Grace Covell Hall staff worried by police department downsizing
We are very concerned for
our safety as well as the safety of
UOP's entire student population.
Recently we have learned that public
safety had to make some budget cuts
partly due to UOP's recent enroll
ment problem.
Perhaps a more logical solution
would have been for the UOP police
to skip this years pay raise, tap into
the $25,000 set aside for miscella
neous expenses, or for the depart
ment in charge of the budget to cut
in a less detrimental area. We assume
that this information was never pub
licized, nor was the student popula
tion fully informed of these cuts. If
this has not angered you yet, it

should. We are living in Stockton, a
city which is home to over 100
local gangs, not exactly
the "OZ" of California.
Rape, sexual harrasment, shootings and
numerous muggings
are all a reality here,
and in fact occur right
here on the UOP cam
pus. Are you concerned
yet?
Since students
have been so illinformed of this situa
tion, we wish to
enlighten you on
some of the details.

Public Safety had to "let go" of a full
time officer, who is currently a stu
dent here, a full time armed guard
and a part time
armed
guard.
That's a reduction
of 100 hours per
week, not to men
tion the police posi
tion that was cut last
year!!! This place has
one or two officers on
duty most times.
These officers are
a servi/ce to the stu
dents of UOP, and as a
student-based institu
tion, this service should be enhanced

if anything, not down-sized
result of a financial burden,
one service we as students
live without!! Students feel sa
campus than on the stre
Stockton because, in the back 0
minds, they know public sa
watching out for their safety,
watching out for us now? Will
safe walking back from the
houses or south campus at nigl
We believe that UOP n<
rethink their recent decisions
they hear the words "grossly
gent behavior". The only thing
important than our education
safety!!!!
Tricia McShea & Jamie

BECOME A CITIZEN LEADER!

RUN FOR AN ASUOP OFFIG

Election packets available now in the ASUOP office
The submission deadline is
March 3rd!
Positions available:

-President/Vice President Teai
-Constituent School Senators
-Senators at Large

'to-
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Elissa Lumley
News Editor
946-2114
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Kegs, parties, drying out at UOP
10EKAH SLICK
| fadfican reporter
Wine, beer, liquor, and jungle juice
- alcoholic beverages commonly
turned by students at Greek
Jl other campus-wide parties at

I UOP
That might all change
under a new liquor proposal
dom the Alcohol Policy
IjUview Committee, which
nould end the use of kegs and
punch bowls at campus regis
tered events and ban the story
of hard liquor.
"What we're proposing is
no kegs at student events,"
said Dean of students William
Ban, chairman of the commit
tee. According to Barr, locals
who have kegs have a compet
itive edge, because kegs are
cheaper than cans. "If
fraternities are paying
more for booze, then
fraternities
will
invite less people to
their parties," Barr
said.
The committee
plans to finish their work

on the proposal and it will be implemented as soon
approved by the Barr refused to say whether or
not it would take effect in Fall
of 1997.
"Every year we get a
new batch of Freshman
that are going to experi
ment with alcohol,"
Barr said. Where the
school becomes con
cerned is when this
experimentation with
alcohol leads to contin
ual intoxication and
the problem of drink
ing and driving.
"The
school
becomes concerned
when the driver of a
car may be impaired
or cause injury to
themselves or others, or
when it weakens judg
ment, decreases emo
tional maturity," Barr
said.
Another member of
the committee is Chief
of
police
Robert
• Calaway, who said he
Frank Flaherty

New alcohol
policy flows
The
three
major
changes to the current pol
icy will be as follows:
Limitations: Alcohol
served at student events
will be limited to beer,
wine, or wine coolers.
Kegs: Communal con
tainers, such as kegs and
punch bowls, are not per
mitted at registered stu
dent events.
Restrictions:
The
Director
of
Student
Activities may strengthen
any restrictions in this pol
icy or impose appropriate
additional restrictions on a
student event at which
alcoholic beverages are
served.

see Keg page 4

iWhat's in a name? A look at Pacific's reputation

skr| IEFF STIFF

Paciflcan guest writer

Have you ever been strolling
down the isle of a crowded super
market, and found yourself choosing
a product simply because of its
drand name? Imagine doing the
Mme with the university you wish to
attend.
Three UOP professors recently
Presented a paper at the American
i Marketing Association Symposium
5
Marketing of Higher
fcation in Nashville Tennessee.
The topic: "The University As A
rand Name: Measuring And
auating Brand Identity," suggests
all universities have certain
ble hacteristics and traits that resemranded consumer products, and
ents
a 'orm of measuring the
<tJ
StreiIfh of the brand.
1 believe that a school name
^signify quality," said Dr. James
ten*?1,A1' °ne
^ auth°rs of the
fee
"
* TJOP carries a brand
in that the classes are small,
nts have the chance to interact
• re'; lp
Professors, and they can
noUs < uledit for work done at a pre°ol, which is not done very
- •
«*i ktjtfW
< aH.UK

South-east entrance of the University of the Pacific

often."
The study was based on a survey
of UOP MBA students to identify the
features
that
separated
the
University of the Pacific from other
"brand name" universities. Among
the top features found were; good
student/teacher ratio, and classes
that are fit for learning because of
their small size.
"We would like to eventually
survey all undergrads, and ask ques
tions to those who didn't come
•

here," said Goodrich.
Co-author, Dr. Ronald Hoverstad
added, "We hope to involve every
body. Grad students come to UOP
for different reasons. They have dif
ferent career patterns. What's impor
tant to grad students isn't for under
grads, and vice versa."
Students noted, UOP doesn't
have tens of thousands of under
grads, a city built strictly for the stu
dents, or nightly coverage on ESPN,
but they said it seems to hold up

pretty well compared with others.
"I think UOP is the ideal
school," said senior Hillary Lannan.
"I can honestly say that I've had a
blast the last four years, socially and
academically. I've received a great
education from great professors, and
I've had a chance to meet some
interesting people that I will never
forget."
UOP Junior Zach Smith agrees,
"I have never regretted not going to
a big school. UOP offers everything
that I want, it's a small beautiful
school, with accessible faculty, and
on top of that, I've made friendships
that will last a lifetime."
Yet, other students still find
themselves yearning for more.
"UOP is good if you know your
major before entering, because you'll
be able to get in and out in four
years," said freshman David Jacobs.
"But when I think of college, I think
of interacting with a huge student
body where you sometimes may get
lost in the crowd, and I think of
attending sporting events like, bas
ketball, and football, where the
attendance is maxed out and the
entire place just goes wild. I OP just
doesn't offer that."

I
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of nation's greeks
Rick Morat apresident
comeback

Creek system making
JENNIFER SOLL
Paciflccui guest writer

After losing members in the
early 1990s, Greek houses nation
wide have been on the rebound,
according to UOP's advisor to fra
ternities and sororities.
"Greek houses made several
changes to boost up membership,"
said Rick Morat, who was recently
elected 1998 president of the
Association of Fraternity Advisors.
All over the country, there have
been many recent trends that frater
nal organizations have been going
through. In the early 1990s there
were low numbers in membership,
but now things seem to be leveling
out, according to Morat. This is
because of several changes.
"The men's and women's
groups are learning to rush in a
more decentralized way," said
Morat, Student Activities and
McCaffrey Center Director. "Now
that the groups are getting used to
decentralized recruitment, the

numbers seem to be coming back
up."
"The other trend is the almost
near to elimination of pledging pro
grams," he added. "There is much
more attention on orientation and
assimilation and less emphasis on
jumping through hoops. This is
because they are becoming more
like businesses and organizations."
According to Morat, Greeks
seemed to have broken the old
stereotypes
of
being
elite.
Sometimes the most diversified
groups on campuses are the frater
nities and sororities.
As for UOP compared to state
schools, this campus has a higher
percentage of students that are
Greek. Right now there are about 25
percent of the women involved
with Greek organizations and
between 20 to 25 percent of men
involved.
Another difference is that UOP
has a very traditional system. It is
older than most other systems
because it has the "old manor

house" looking system. But accord
ing to Morat, that is changing
because we have six fraternities and
they are all in different types of
housing arrangements. This makes
the system more diversified.
While there are changes in the
fraternities' images, sororities con
tinue to offer the traditional way at
UOP.
"The women's numbers are the
highest they have been in five years
and the men are definitely holding
their own," said Morat. "Also, UOP
is getting higher quality students
and the Greeks are trying to attract
higher quality students."
Morat's national association
exists to promote the profession of
people who work in student affairs,
with the responsibilities for advis
ing fraternities and sororities.
"We try to establish networks
among the advisors throughout the
country and networks with the fra
ternity and sorority national
offices," said Morat. "So we can all
work together and come up with

Photo Courtesy Rick Mont

Rick Morat, Director of Student
Activities.

programs and services that will
improve the development of frater
nal organizations."
"I definitely think the Greek
system is going up," said Morat.
"There was that myth that people
are not going Greek, and that is just
not true.'

Banquet hall on hold
ELISSA LUMLEY
News Editor
A $1 million project adding a
banquet facility to the Alex G.
Spanos Center is on hold while
UOP examines the need for
improvements to other athletic
facilities.
President Donald DeRosa said
the administration began to ques
tion the immediate need for the
proposed facility, asking, "Is this
the most important thing to focus
on right now?"
DeRosa said that amid negotia
tions for a new food service con
tract and plans for a new campus
dining area, concern has been
raised for improvements elsewhere
on campus, including athletics.
DeRosa said
that Stagg
Stadium needs changes whether a
football program is established or
not. The stadium is used for com
munity purposes, as well, and
should be in adequate condition
to facilitate these functions.
The proposed banquet center
was offered for dining during ath
letic events, as well as use for spe
cial functions, with hopes to gen
erate revenue for the athletic pro
gram, said DeRosa. The structure
would be added to the west wing
of the building.
The $1 million gift came as a
contribution during a $7C million

Kappa Alpha Theta as "bond women".

Theta goes undercover
The Pacifican

Alex G. Spanos

Photo Courtesy of Spanos

campaign for the university which
began in 1992. Alex G. Spanos, a
Pacific alumnus and
local
Stockton entrepreneur had com
mitted to support improvements
to both the Faye Spanos Concert
Hall and the Alex G. Spanos
Center.
DeRosa said Spanos has been
cooperative about where the
money will best be put to use.
"Spanos has been terrific about
this," said DeRosa. "The university
has been blessed with this (offer).
The Spanos' have a real under
standing of the university."

"Lights, Camera, Action!" was
Kappa Alpha Theta's cue to suit up
in their disguises as James Bond
women. Disguised in their mysteri
ous trenchcoats and sunglasses the
Theta Bond Women made their
appearance at the River Mill
Saturday evening for the Black Tie

Gala
Event
benefiting the
American Cancer Society. The
Thetas greeted guests, served bever
ages and assisted in a live auction
It was an evening filled with entic
ing food, dancing, and great con
versation, all for the fight again*
cancer. Theta's mission for the
evening was to help 007 in his
"License to Kill...Cancer."

Keqs

continued from page 3

supports the new policy and hopes
that it will help security regulate oncampus parties.
The committee hopes that the
change in policy will not increase offcampus drinking, and as far as
whether or not it will actually
decrease drinking, "We'll just have to
see what happens," Barr said.
Some students think that it's

pointless to ban kegs in an attemp
curb drinking.
,hi.
Other students think that
change in policy will cause a -direct
^
increase in drinking and driving- „
they eliminate kegs on cairT Jp
junior Sandy Jones said, "there
L
Hrivintr." Setup
be more off campus driving^
Hillary Lannan agrees, "People ^
TIP
anH Hrivinff
be Hrinkincr
drinking and
driving illStC3
mste<» _
drinking and stumbling," she sat •
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Crime

focus: Rate drops, students feel safe

KELLY RANKIN
Assistant News Editor

gurglars, beware...the crime rate
;on uOP's campus dropped in 1996,
compared to 1995, according to the
department of Public Safety's crime
!

statistics.
1
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In the 1996 calendar year there

"were a total of 223 reported crimes

campus, the annual UOP
Campus Safety and Security report
stated. The number is down from
the 254 crimes reported in
1995, paralleling a statewide
\ <
%
drop in crime.
Campus Police Chief
Bob Calaway, director
of Public Safety,
attributed
t h e
reductio n
i n
UOP
on

crime
to people
being
more
mindful of poten
tial problems.
He said the decrease in crime
came from a "combination of our
university being more aware...[and]
students are aware of what's going
on around them."
At UOP the larceny-theft cate
gory is at the top of the list with 154
incidents reported, down from 172
in 1995. Under this category any
property stolen that amounts to
over $400 is considered a felony. If

it amounts to under $400 it is con
sidered a misdemeanor.
Other crimes reported in 1996
were: one case of aggravated assault,
59 burglaries, six motor vehicle
thefts, one date rape, and two
"forcible fondlings." There were no
murders, robberies, rapes, or nonforcible sex offenses reported.
Many students say they general
ly feel safe on campus.
"I feel safe walking around
school," said sophomore Teng
Xiong. "I still feel safe
*
coming to my car after
* /
my night classes."
"Our cops aren't
Dirty Harry, but
they seem
to do a
good
job,"
said
senior
S h a y n e
Zurilgen.
Zurilgen
said that it
seems like many
people
at UOP
Frank Flaherty
have expensive cars
that are tempting to burglars.
His solution: "Have everybody
drive a Yugo. Nobody steals Yugos."
A few students had suggestions
on how to make campus safer.
"Have
more
emergency
phones," said senior Rick Nguyen.
"We don't have that many. And we
need more street lights."
Sophomore Mandy Jobe said,
"Put more lighting in the parking

You said it: UOP students
attitudes surveyed
01 generally feel safe walking on campus alone during the
day...
94.8% Agree
2.7% Disagree
Q1 generally feel safe walking on campus alone at night...
51.0% Agree
40.0% Disagree
01 worry about my car being stolen or broken into on campus...
57.9% Agree
31.1% Disagree
0 UOP Public Safety generally does a good job protecting stu
dents...
56.6% Agree
18.1% Disagree
QDo you personally know anyone, including yourself, who has
be the direct victim of a crime committed on campus?
49.9% Yes
50.1% No
*non-random sample of 405 UOP undergraduates surveyed in Comm 160, Fall '96

CRIMES

1996

1995

l
59
0
154
6
0

2
61
0
172
14
3

Aggravated assault
Burglary
Homicide
Larceny-Theft
Motor Vehicle-Theft
Robbery
Sex OffenSeS(Fordble)
Rape
Date Rape
Forcible Fondling
Sex OffenseS(Non Forcible)

0
1
2
0
223

0
1
1
0
254

Source: UOP Public Safety
lot behind the sorority houses. That
would prevent cars being broken
into."
The crime rate in California
dropped down 12.3 percent in
1996. It is the lowest state crime
rate since 1968.
California Attorney General
Dan Lungren credited the decline to
a combination of tough three
strikes sentencing laws and new
community oriented policing pro
grams, which stress crime preven
tion, The Record reported.
Calaway advised students to

walk with others or call Public
Safety for escorts.
"Be aware of the environment
that's around you at any given
time," said Calaway. "When people
are aware of things, they are more
likely to call [Public Safety]" when
they see someone suspicious.
If people report suspicious
behavior, then there is the possibil
ity of Public Safety being able to
prevent a problem, said Calaway.
"The more involved the people
are," he said, "the lower the crime
rate will end up becoming."

Campus Crime Report
THEFT

Grace Covell Hall

Feb. 3

Bannister Hall
ZAE

Feb. 4
Feb. 11

Lot #24

Feb. 11

MISCELLANEOUS
WHERE

WHEN

IAE

Feb. 2

Grace Covell Hall

Feb. 4

McCaffrey Game Room
Stagg Stadium

Feb. 6
Feb. 10

Diamond Back bicycle
($350)
Computer cable ($20)
An ATM card, $20 and
personal items
Signs to the parking lot
Loss
Vehicle window was
smashed
Spray paint on the s/w
door and sidewalk
Carving on the tables
Gang type writing on
the west side ticket booth

If vou have any inquires about any of the information provided in
this report you are encouraged to contact Jerry L. Houston. Associate
Director of Public Safety at 946-2537 or Extension 2537 f r o m campus
phones. You may also call anonymously to report any suspicious <.
cumstances or persons.

'y:'iSk2M& 0

Jeff Gaddis;
Opinion Editor
946-2114
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Thankful for UOP-style campus security

. '
" iy
r* ;4
,
• •'
' '
It is easy to remember the encdunters with pub
Now, granted, all cops dp not deserve the praise
lic safety in which negative outcomes arise—the
in which most are entitled to. It is a'profession in
fines and hassles most of us have experienced at UOP
which a corrupt mind can be empowered by author-'
at one point in time or another, or being interrogat
ity. And a gun. The training, testing and psychologi
ed under the fluorescence of a Mag light while
cal evaluations do little good when an officer's loyal
answering "no'^to any and all of the questions pur
ty is really on the other side of the badge.
ported.
.
'
But fortunately for us at UOP, these gun toting
But it is the other side of Public Safety that is
rebels happen to be pretty nice people. Agreed that
mostly unrecognized. This is the side that fills out
UOP is an oasis of great individuals and, unofficially,
the paperwork when a local Stocktonian or an illthe greatest place in Stockton. Therefore, one would
minded student decides to make available for sale
expect friendly community policing, just as these
your new car stereo, compliments of your innocence.
officers expect a friendly community; a symbiotic
A cop is not the renegade disciple of justice that
relationship of sorts.
sode|y might like to imagine, or sees on Friday night
UOP cops have it good. And we have it good to
episodes of Walker, Texas Ranger.
have them. How many people do you knpw who
UOP has the best kind of cops1 one may find in
have called on Public Safety to get themselves out of
the "real world." Nice cops.
a jam? '
,
It is so very easy tp stereotype a police officer as
Whether it be a dead battery or a more serious
a spiteful egotistVhp carries a ven|etta against soci
dilemma, public safety, responds. But, their services
ety for his -or'" tier shortc6ming% but this is so
go greatly unappreciated.
unfounded anc$ so wrong.
Next time you ate accosted and given reprimand
Not to say that all cops wear the badge of hbnor,
for failing to come to a complete stop or any other
but there is one badge'that1comes with the uniform:
flagrant misuse of driving privilege, be thankful that
a badge of courage. These officers get paid to deal
he or she has the time to pull you over. They may
with the . people ib^t nobody, including society,
have nothing better to do, and that is great. This
warifs m deal with. *
!
. mean.^ that nobody , is being stabbed, mugged, or
We should be thankful Xhat wjp have people in. raped., Anyone would gladly tjade an interruption m
this society who volunteer to deal ^fith the problems . the name of safety than to hear later about a stude
student
or professor thqf was beaten or wronged.
:

." v : , •

of ajmdfcrily oftHe'ri^s^peredftbrs.^ WHaTsJ'fWriv}^? VvfaBVS l> letter, dtopfbrle ciiff St tm
or e%»ft taHat'
lettersfrrusf -be signed arret meluele-a telephone-number.
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lop Ten List

pqriHcan Warning

Articles in this section defined by a shaded area may be seen bv some as over
stepping the boundaries of humor. We offer this guideline to avoid offending
anyone. Please do not read if you are offended by dark or off-color humor.

Dr. Ray's Rx
jhpse jokes can be read in the L.A. Times and are heard on over 400 radio stations world wide.
GRAMMY WHAMMY

YOUNG CHELSEA
Chelsea Clinton has been accepted

The Grammies will be handed out
soon. How does a rap artist main
tain longevity in his field?
A bullet proof vest.

to Harvard. Her parents want to
make sure she has all the right high
tech equipment.
Xhey went out and bought her a
personal laptop shredder.

ROD MAN

Dennis Rodman is becoming a team
player again.
He's got great eyes.
He can always hit the open crotch.

OJHEY
O.J. Simpson will write another
book. It'll be shorter than earlier
ones.
He'll stop at Chapter 11.

MASS UNIVERSE

Miss Universe continues her diet.
She got a tip-off that she may have
gained too much weight.
One of her most recent ribbons
came from the Four-H Club.

GRAMMY GOOD
It's almost time for the Grammy
Awards. What are the three most
popular body parts for an alterna
tive rocker to have pierced?
Eye, nose, and eardrum.

FREE WALTER

Whitewater figure, Walter Hubbel,
was released from his halfway
house.
The Clintons turned down an invi
tation to join him at his homecom
ing barbecue.
They were afraid he might spill the
beans.
SI OUT

The Sports Illustrated swimsuit edi
tion is out. For the supermodel, it's
a premium gig.
You not only get a huge fee, but you
get to throw up in some of
the best restaurants in the world.

Source: Dr. Alan Ray, UOP Communication Department.
You can reach Telejoke at http://www.telejoke.com

Ask Pebbles and Bam Bam
Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
What I need is a guy who cares about anyone
other than himself. Every guy I've been with at
UOP only cares about two things: Himself, and
"getting some." How can I attract the right man?
-Lonely
m
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Lonely,

*

*
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v
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Ask yourself if you really need a man, first. Second,
if yes, you must change your dating habits. Try going
out with the first ugly guy that smiles at you. Chances
are, he'll care more about "getting some" than being
concerned with himself.

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
.
1 recently lost my dog and am heartbroken. I
have looked everywhere and can't seem fo find
gone unnoticed. Is there any way you can help?
Tog gone-it,

What do we look like, the humane society?
§••
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"

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
.
. J recently caught my 13 year old brother iookn8 at a catalog for women's sportswear. He then
took it with him into another room. Should 1 be
concerned?
-Worried
'X£i§gs j
.

girls, so burn the magazine just to be sure.

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
I'm having trouble getting my boyfriend to tell
me he loves me; Every time I tell him that I love
him, he says something like, "get me a beer" or
"move." I'm pretty sure, that he loves me so very
much, but he probably just has a hard time show
ing it. Right???
-Hope
H°Yeaaah.

sounds like you two were meant for each
other. Every time he says these things, just pretend
that he is saying *I love you," and your relationship
should be fine. By the way, we'll be here for you in the
extremely rare event that things don't work out for
you.

Dear Pebbles and Bam Bam,
Where is the best place to score pot on campus.
I am new this semester and am not in a fraternity,
have no friends, listen to the Dead, get poor
grades, wear tie-dyes, and 1 cant' remember uh.
uh... Oh yeah, I can't remember anything. Any
ideas??
-Three Footer
You need to seriously re-evaluate your li fe, maaann.
You need to get your priorities straight, like now duuude. And hey maaan. remember, like, you don t need
pot to have a good time.

Top ten
reasons to join
Baun Fitness
Center.
10. Work off a
decades worth of
Budweiser
9. No more
football team
hoarding the
stairmasters
8. Sorority girls in
spandex
7. Loud grunting
is acceptable
behavior
6. You can see
what your future
spouse will always
wear around the
house
5. Mirrors on
every wall!!
4. The staff is
soooo friendly
3. Who needs
showers anyway?
2. When you're
paying 518,000
for tuition, what's
another fifty
bucks?

1. Best bodies on
campus!
Co in pi led by:
Pacifican Staff

Opinion
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QUESTION OF THE WEEK

What Is your favorite leisure time activity?

"I don't have
one. There is
always home
work"

"Muff-diving"
-Jeff Russell, Jr.

"Drinkin' beer"
-Mike Cabot, So.

"Taking photos"
-Kathy Dannen, Jr.

"Seeing how
many pieces of
Extra I can shove
in my mouth"

•Richandra Jordan, Sr.

-Annie Wallace

Medical marijuana may lead to bigger problems
ERIC DEWEES
Pacifican Staff Writer
As you all are already aware, last
November,
California
passed
Proposition 215, which allows for
the cultivation and use of marijuana
for medicinal purposes. Arizona also
passed similar legislation, proposi
tion 200, which allows not only
marijuana, but also heroin and LSD,
to be used for medicinal uses.
These two relatively new pieces
of legislation are at the forefront of
a raging battle over the legalization
of certain drugs as medicine.
The argument for the use of
marijuana as medicine is based pri
marily on individual testimonials.
There is no substantive proof that
marijuana actually helps patients.
No clinical trials have been per
formed to explore the benefits (if
any exist) of marijuana use.
Therefore, the voters of California
and Arizona attempted to legalize
an untested medicine for patient
consumption. Barry McCaffrey, fed
eral anti-drug chief, stated, "Just as
air traffic control and food safety
must be approved by the experts,
medicines must also be determined
both safe and effective under estab
lished procedures. Selective use of
anecdotal data does not make the
scientific case." In fact, available
research done on smoking marijua
na concluded that it is dangerous to

our health.
What kind of message would
this send to children across the
nation?
"Marijuana
is
medicine...hmmm...it must be good
for you then!" A 1996 National
Household Survey on Drug Abuse
found that roughly 20 percent of
8th graders and 35 percent of 12th
graders use marijuana regularly. If
the federal government permits
individual states to legalize marijua
na for medicinal use, these statistics
will dramatically increase. It may
then be assumed, as the children of
the era of medicinal marijuana
mature, full legalization of marijua
na for public consumption would
soon follow. Proposition 215 was a
"stealth initiative" that fed upon
the compassion of Californians.
Another
problem
with
California's proposition 215 is that
it is too broad. The law exempts
legitimate medical-marijuana users
and their caretakers, who are using
marijuana on the recommendation
of a Doctor, from criminal prosecu
tion. Essentially, a doctor must
choose to prescribe marijuana to a
patient. Where should doctors draw
the line at prescribing marijuana?
Where will doctors draw the line? If
the federal government permits
individual states to legalize marijua
na for medicinal use, several doc
tor's would arise for the sole purpose
of making out these pot prescrip

tions. It would start legitimately
with Cancer chemotherapy and
Multiple sclerosis, and move on to
migraines and back pain. The exist
ing law is written so that almost any
pain or ailment could be construed
as justification for the use of mari
juana.
Before all of you run to your
doctor, complaining of migraines,
remember the most important flaw
in the legislation. It challenges the

federal government's Controlled
Substance Act of 1970. The Office of
National Drug Control Policy said
in a December 30 statement that the
Drug Enforcement Administration
"will seek to revoke the DEA regis
trations of physicians who recom
mend or prescribe Schedule I con
trolled substances [marijuana].
Remember, it currently remains ille
gal to use, sell, or grow marijuana in
the United States.

COMPUTERS

SOFTWARE &
COMPUTERS

Ralph's Software & Computers
42§ East March Lane, Suite. C • Stockton, CA §5217 • 157-5555
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esh
erspective
I vZAMANSKY
:ftcan staff writer
This semester
is really rolling by
fast. Even though
it seems that we
just got back
from break, we
have
already
been here five
weeks. You know
4 that means? Yup, the profs are
ring to hand out the mid-terms.
ie of us have already started
n Before I finally get adjusted
King back from the break, I will
e already ended my semester
on another vacation. Oh
Have you ever been in a class
you have read the material
then the professor lectures in
ha way that it makes you doubt
it you read in the first place? Or
vabout when the professor is
ilaining a mathematical concept
t relates to the problem and
tad of answering it, he leaves
with an "OK, now solve it?"
in the professor moves on.
Maybe this happens only when
ire a freshman, I don't know,
this seems to happen consisly in one of my classes.
So what is going on with the
he theater here? Does it not
n any movies anymore or what?
>ve yet to see a new poster out
<e featuring a new movie. I actuenjoyed seeing "The Rock"
'e when it played a few months
k The only cost I had was buy2 bucks worth of candy.
Now, realistically speaking, how
"y of us can go to the movies
ay> see a movie with the caliber
1 flare of "The Rock" plus get
le munchies FOR ONLY TWO
'-LARS?
Did anyone else see the
;!c/UCSB Basketball game last
rsday? Did yOU notice how the
ents were shining laser-like
ns into the faces of our players
'/ fhey were at the free-throw
' hile that may not seem fair,
up for it was when the
caster got annoyed and said
foe microphone, "Why don't
e Santa Barbara students act
mup? They aren't in high
°|- Santa Barbara just got a
nk'ng" from ESPN

1 /hade

Christi Neill
L&E Editor
946-2115

Dinner and a movie

Mandarin Garden, 'Fools Rush In': Two thumbs up
JULIE ANTON
MELISSA DURKIN
Pacifican staff writers
We've known about the
Mandarin Garden Restaurant for a
while and we think, it's high time
we told the world (or at least our
readers) about one of the best
restaurants Stockton has to offer.
There are so many great things
about Mandarin Garden that make
it a top-notch dining experience:
excellent food, beautiful ambiance,
courteous staff, fair prices, and a
convenient location.
Melissa: Coming from a
Chinese family, I was delighted to
eat at a traditional Chinese restau
rant. I often miss the authentic
food while away from home. And I
must say that the Mandarin
Garden Restaurant fills the missing
food link for me excellently.
Julie and I shared an order of
spring rolls and Szechwan beef.
The spring rolls were delivered
to our table promptly. They were
delicious. I ate about five of them
dipped in a sweet and sour sauce.
When the main meal of
Szechwan beef came, I was still
hungry. The beef was superb. It was
a little spicy, but you can order it
mild if you wish. The cutlets of beef
were deep-fried and soaked in
Szechwan sauce, a sort of tangy, but
sweet mixture.
Chinese food lovers should def
initely visit Mandarin Garden
Restaurant. Go especially for the
lunch meal which is at a very rea-

Scott Kaufmann

Mandarin Garden Restaurant is located at 5757 Pacific Ave. in Stockton.

sonable price and comes with soup,
egg roll, won ton, salad, fruit,
steamed rice, tea and cookies, in
addition to a heaping portion of
whichever dish you want to choose.
Julie: The best aspect of the
Mandarin Garden experience is the
prices. Dinners run a reasonable $10
for two. But if you're the selfish type
who doesn't like sharing a plate of
Chow Mein, go to the Mandarin for
lunch. At around $4 a plate, it's sure
to please.
The dinner-movie combo this
week was an ethnic experience.
Along with eating at a Chinese
restaurant, we also watched the
movie "Fools Rush In," a film about
an interracial relationship.
"Friends" star Matthew Perry is
the Caucasian partner and steamy
"Desperado" actress Salma Hayeck is
the Mexican one. Both actors make a
dynamic couple trying to manage
their cultural and lifestyle differences

in Las Vegas. It's a story about
adaptation and tme love.
Melissa: Perry has great humor
throughout the whole film. His
facial expressions are acting in
themselves. Hayeck is explosive
and conveys a strong feminine
independence. Way to go women!
This film highlights the strong
hold of love; the two souls with a
common destiny, fight for their
passion. I wouldn't recommend
rushing into marriage like the
"Fools" couple, but I say it's not
fools who follow their hearts, but
the courageous.
So out of love comes new life
for the "Fools" couple, along with
a lot of laughs and maybe some
tears. "Fools Rush In" is definitely a
must see.
I would highly recommend
this film to everyone. It's not just a
chick flick. I would definitely see it
again.

Black history month comes to an end
J

MARTHA SCOTT-JOHNSON
Pacifican guest writer
As Black History Month rapidly
comes to a close, we must reflect
on what has been designated as the
month in which the nation cele
brates the history and the achieve
ments of this country's free labor
force.
,
u
First and foremost, it should be
noted that Black History Month
began as Black History Week.
Because it was difficult, if not
impossible, to celebrate the histoi}
of the nation's slaves and descen
dants of slaves, African-Americans
demanded "Black History Week be
extended to "Black
History
Month."

.
j.1
It should be noted that
February, the month which not
only has the least amount of days,
but is the month after the
Proclamation was signed, was des
ignated as "Black History Month.
Secondly,
while
AfricanAmerican student unions, Black
churches and other Black organiza
tions across the country, planned
and developed programs that com
memorated the history of an
oppressed people, University of the
Pacific students and the Stockton
community became the recipients
of some "Black History."
In the classrooms and on cam
pus, the accomplishments and
achievements of this nations
ebony citizenry was extolled
J

*-V»r/-\iirrVinnt
mOflth Of
B
throughout this month
of Black
history. Both professors and pro
gram planners are to be commended.
,
,
Lastly, the 1997 month of
February, the designated "Black
History Month" for this nation will
undoubtedly be repeated in 1998.
One question has yet to have been
addressed or answered during this
year's Black History Month.
The question that should be
asked and answered is: When will
the history, the accomplishments
and achievements of slaves and
their descendants, be not relegated
to being studied and applauded
only for February, but from January
to December, as the integral part ot
this country's history?
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UOP archives

Love affair turns into horrific murder I

KELLY RANKIN
Pacifican staff writer
Eds. Note: Pacifican reporter Kelly
Rankin was looking at old issues of the
newspaper in the university archives
when she came across one of the sad
dest stories in UOP history: the night a
student was murdered on campus by
her jealous boyfriend. The event
remains vivid in the hearts and minds
of the family ofCatina Salamo, which
continues to visit UOP to commemo
rate the death of their daughter.
Rankin interviewed Mike Salarno,
father of the slain student, in January
on his daughter's birthday. Her report
is based on interviews with members of
the UOP family who were here at the
time, plus stories about the 1979 mur
der in The Pacifican and in The
Record.
It was her first day at UOP, and
freshman Catina Salarno was look
ing forward to starting classes and
the college career that laid ahead of
her. She had recently broken up
with her boyfriend, Steven Burns,
and was ready for a new start.
But
Burns
had
other
plans.Without telling Catina, he
also enrolled at UOP in Fall 1979,
but his mind appeared to be more
on Catina than buying new books
and registering for courses.
The two met outside of Long
Theater on the night of Sept. 3,
1979. Catina, an 18-year-old predental major, told her roommate
she was "going to see Burns that
night, at his request, for the last
time."
At the theater, Catina walked
away from Burns saying, "leave me
alone," The Pacifican reported in
1979. According to authorities,
Burns then pulled out a gun he had
stolen from Catina's father and shot

her in the head.
"He stole a gun from me...To
me, it sounds like premeditated
murder," recalled Mike Salarno,
Catina's father.
For Judy Chambers, UOP vice
president of student life, it was one
of the darkest hours in the school's
history.
"We
were
horrified
and
shocked," said Chambers, who
attended UOP in the 1950s and has
been an administrator for 21 years.
"I cannot remember any other mur
der, ever."
After
a
year-long trial
Burns was con
victed of 2nddegree murder
and sentenced
to 17 years to
life in prison,
said
Mike
Salarno.
To Catina's
parents,
the
horror of the
incident still
haunts them
despite the passage of time. The Salarnos visit UOP
two to three times a year and place
a rose by The Long Theater with a
note that says, "Our beloved daugh
ter Catina Rose Salarno died on
UOP campus at this spot 9/3/79. We
miss you and love you! Mom and
Dad, Regina and Nina, your sisters."
After such an incident, virtually
85 percent of families go through a
homicide break up, said Salarno.
Not his family. They stayed
together through the ordeal and
they have been active in fighting
for victims' rights ever since' (See
sidebar).
Catina and Steve had met more

Tragedy creates help group
KELLY RANKIN
Assistant News Editor
In the aftermath of Catina's
death, the Salarno family formed
two groups in hopes of helping fam
ilies in similar situations.
The first, Justice for Murder
Victims, "appear at trials, helping
victims and giving advice," said
Mike Salarno. "Three hundred to
400 people over a period of 10 years
have gone through the system" and
received help from the group, he
said.
One of the members is Marc
Klaas, father of Polly Klaas, the
Petaluma girl who was abducted
from her home Oct. 1, 1993 and

found dead Dec. 4, 1993.
Catina's
mother,
Harriet
Salarno, also helped form Crime
Victims United. Its purpose is "to
elect officials who are pro public
safety and victims' issues," said
Salarno.
The Salarnos also played a role
in passing the "three strikes you're
out" bill.
"We went all over the state,
speaking to groups about the three
strikes law," said Salarno.
Being involved in these organi
zations gives The Salarnos a feeling
of accomplishment.
"We feel that we've made a
marked influence," he said.

than four years before the murder
took place. They lived in the same
San Francisco neighborhood and
dated in high school.
She was "eager to begin her predental studies here [at UOP]," the
1980 Pacifican reported. "He was
the star of the [high school] football
team. At the top of his class in
scholastics."
In the course of the trial
Catina's sister, Regina, testified that
in the month prior to the murder,
Burns had threatened to kill Catina
"if she continued to refuse to
date him," said
a Nov. 2, 1979
Pacifican.
"During
the trial they
[ B u r n s '
l a w y e r s ]
refused to let
him
speak
because they
were afraid he
would incrimi
nate himself,"
said Salarno.
Salarno comScott Kaufm,
pared this to how OJ Simpson's
lawyers made OJ be silent during
the Simpson trial.
While the teenager lay directly
in front of the steps of The Long
Theater, bleeding to death, there
was evidence that some UOP main
tenance workers passed her by,
thinking it was only a back to
school prank, according to Salarno.

UOP Police Lt. jetry u
declined to comment on an
of the case.
Instead of getting
law suit, Salarno said hk
asked UOP to set up a schJ
for their youngest daughters
After UOP refused, the v
"asked them [UOP] to D
expenses of Catina's death
funeral," said Salarno.
"We filed suit to pay fo.
expenses. Our attorney and
attorney worked it out to Sn
he said.
Looking back on the inCj
Chambers said, "I don't think
a security problem." The pro
was between Catina and Stew
said, not by the campus.
Burns has come up for p
five times now, and each tin
has been denied, due to the a
role the Salarnos have kept ii
case.
When it is time for a
hearing, the Salarnos have pt
write letters to the parole boan
they gather supporters to atten
hearing in an attempt to keep
in prison, said Salamo.
Salarno does not blame UO
his daughter's death, but he sa
was "really disappointed in I
when they refused to further
his family.
Salarno advises today's UOI
dents to immediately call cai
police if they feel they are in
ger, or if something is not righ
"Take everything seriously

Student mysterioulsy vanishe
KELLY RANKIN
Assistant News Editor
The murder of UOP student, Catina Salamo, was long ago, but inci
similar to this continue to happen.
Kristin Smart, a student at California Polytechnic State University, Sat
Obispo, disappeared from outside her dormitory nine months ago.
The Record recently reported that Smart, a former Stockton residen
Lincoln High School graduate, has been missing since May 25, 1995.
Paul Flores, a former Cal Poly student, was reported to be the last per
have seen her alive. He walked Smart home from a party the night s e1
peared.
Shortly after Smart's disappearance, it was found that Flores had a bla^
and scrapes on one of his knees.
He originally stated that he injured himself in a basketball
friends reported that they did not see the injuries until the day after ^
party with Smart.
Later, his story changed and he said he was hurt installing a stereo
truck.
Flores has refused to answer detectives' questions.
. n(j
Smart's family have tried many different ways to find their rruss' ^
one. They have appeared on "Geraldo" and "Unsolved Mysteries," and
even consulted with psychics to try to find her body.
lofl
Unfortunately, they have found nothing, yet they continue 0
answers.

T
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Memoirs of moods and madness

^jujppets and ornaments of nonsense
NATHAN HIRSCHBEIN
facificon staff writer
I'm beginning to think that
en someone makes the choice to
""e a career in police enforcent it's just an act of boredom and
Sing more. I suppose there's a bit
• egotism in those veins, as well.
Gotta know how to be a prick,
their own life is but an empty suitase without any stories of experi
ence to fill it with, so they make a
dedsion to become a walking securitv teievision-monitor and even chapeIone for the seedier moments in
other people's lives.
Mind this, I am fully aware of
certain instances where police figures
have stepped into the needed
moment and saved a life or
redesigned the wrong into the right.
I'm aware of that, and I both respect
and appreciate that.
But I am also aware of the fat-ass,
do-nothing, know-nothing, bacon
essence pig that sits at the comers,
lodged behind parked cars and vans
or tall bushes, munchin' on a sprin
kled donut, just waiting for some kid
to roll a stop sign so they can have
the satisfaction of putting him under
their taunting pocket-light and rattle
their nerves in order to make their
night just that much more interest
ing.
I was at the old house and had
been drinking with Reed and a few
others for most of the night. I didn't
have faith in my watered down limbs
and leg muscles enough to walk
across campus, so I borrowed Reed's

bike to draw my way back to
Headquarters.
Problem was, I was drunk. 1 was
real chunk. I guess it's safe to say 1 was
near blind drunk. There was no way
that bike ride was gonna be smooth.
I was determined though that I was
gonna make it back there so I could
throw my head on that cinematic
pillow laying there, waiting for me at
Headquarters.
On the bike, I got about half way
across campus when the weight of
my sponged out eyelids became too

stop sign, knocking both the startled
bike and my startled body back
against the laughing concrete floor.
There I lay, on my back with
arms spread in crucifixion, with a ten
speed bike laying vegetated as well
upon my chest and legs.
It took a moment to clear my
head and then another just to realize
the assassin that had laid me out was
just an ordinary stop sign standing
there and simply taking a break from
it's all day job of stopping others.
This sign didn't just stop me, it
turned and yelled
out, "JUST LAY
DOWN!" And I did.
Before I could
get up, 1 looked up.
All that my eyes got
to see were a pair of
Stockton-campus
security guys stand
ing on either side of
me, looking down
like a child does as
he watches one of
his miniature, toy
soldiers burn in the
garden fire he set.
fust another cop doing his job.
"Nice stop." one
of
them
says.
strong for me to fight. I closed my
"Fuck you," I thought in my
eyes for what seemed just a moment,
head,
but didn't say it.
for
all
I
know
could've
been
for
but
They pulled me up, one on each
days.
arm and then looked me over like
What happened next, I suppose
they wanted to mate.
one could say it was the only way
"How many drinks you had
those heavy eyes could've possibly
tonight?"
been opened. My gelatin ride and it s
"I didn't count."
perfectly unkempt path was dropped
"Give us an estimate." the other
suddenly by the harder-than-Ione
chirps.
thought slam into an anonymous

"A what?"
Then they shine their little toy
light in my eyes for their fun, and 1
realized that there was really no
point for me to wait around. These
guys were security, not cops. They
couldn't do shit.
The way it works around here is
that these guys get bored 'cause
there's not a lot of crime on campus,
and so they look extra hard to find
anything even remotely unordinary
(like a stop sign kill) and then they
proceed to call the city police to
waltz in and handle the scene.
"You're drunk," one of them
says.
"I know this," 1 say.
"And you're riding this bike?"
the other says.
(What a stupid question. 1 could
n't walk, so 1 was riding a bike)
"Yes 1 am." I answered.
"There can be trouble for that,
kid."
And that was it. That's when I got
pissed off, and I had to step off the
field of their game of boredom and
questions they probably sat up all
night writing down at the donut
shop in case they ever ran into any
kind of situation like this.
"Look," I said, "I live right oyer
there, maybe 50 yards away. I'm
tired. Yes, I'm drunk. And I'm leaving
now to go to bed." And I rode away.
1 imagine those guys with thetr
jaws open and to the floor, as they
got cheated out of reenacting one of
their favorite "CHiPS" episodes, but I
had school tomorrow and I didn't
want to play.

Criminal cinema: The top five crime movies
RYAN BAZELEY

Pacifican staff writer
Seeing as how this issue of the
Pacifican is devoted to crime, what
tetter opportunity would there be
to do a quick run down of the best
erime movies of all time. Let me
warn you that I use the words "of all
tine" loosely.

"The Usual Suspects" (1995),
Marring Kevin Spacey, Gabriel
Proe and Chaz Palminteri.
After a waterfront explosion,
erbal (Kevin Spacey), an eye-witness and participant tells the story
0 events leading up to the conflaj^tion. The story begins when five
•' are rounded up for a line-up,
and grilled about a truck hijacking
e usual suspects).
Least pleased is Keaton (Gabriel
:,VL a crooked cop - exposed,
!ed, but now desperately trying
0 straight. The cops won't leave
alone, however, and as they

wait for their lawyers to post bail, he
is talked into doing one more job
with the other four.
All goes tolerably well until the
influence of the legendary, seeming
ly omnipotent "Kaiser Soze is felt.
Although set in the modern day, it
has much of the texture of the 40s,
plus suspense, intrigue (a fairly high
body count), and plot twists.
"Reservoir Dogs" (1992), star~
ring Harvey Keitel, Tim Roth and
Steve Buscemi.
A gang of thieves carry out an
armed robbery on a Diamond ware
house. The police are after them so
quickly that they suspect they have
a rat in their company.
This film starts right after the
robbery, with flashbacks to before,
and to the planning of the crime.
We are also introduced to the main
characters in flashback mode.
There's plenty of fast action, an
plenty of blood and gore.
„
"Things to do in Denver When

, _ Dead"
n i« (1995),
/toon starring
ttfirrinv
You're
Andy Garcia, Christopher Walken
and Steve Buscemi.
Andy Garcia stars as Jimmy the
Saint, a smooth-talking business
man who, despite his life-long crim
inal associations, is devoted to
doing right by others. While in the
midst of launching a promising
romance with Dagney (Gabrielle
Anwar), Jimmy's former boss
(Christopher Walken), an ailing
criminal kingpin, asks a small favor
in return for a big payday.
Jimmy rounds up his old gang,
but the action goes awry, pushing
the big boss into loosing a hit man
(Steve Buscemi) on the boys. Given
48 hours, Jimmy urgently sets about
trying to do right by his
"The Untouchables (1987),
starring Kevin Costner, Sean
Connery, and Robert DeNiro.
Federal agent Elliot Ness assem
bles a personal team of mob fighters
to bring Chicago crime boss Al

Capone
Capone to
t< justice using unconven
tional means during the mob wars
of the 1920s. This fictionalized
account of the arrest of Al Capone is
heavy on style and gunfire. The end
shoot-out combines a baby carriage
and stairs with a nod to Eisenstein s
"The Battleship Potemkin."
"Fargo"
(1996),
starring
William
H.
Macy,
Frances
McDormund, and Steve Buscemi.
Jerry Lundegaard is in a finan
cial jam and, out of desperation,
comes up with a plan to hire some
one to kidnap his wife and demand
ransom from her wealthy father, to
be secretly split between Jerry and
the perpetrators.
<!
Jerry.who is not the most a
of individuals, hires a couple of real
losers from the frozen northern
reaches of Fargo, North Dakota for
the job. Then things begin to sup
from bad to worse, as Jerrv hapless
ly watches on.

I

1
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ft- Fntprtainment

Money, Majors, and
J

*

BURTON JAY NADLER
Director UOP Career Services
To honor Oscar nominations
recently released, today's question
was sealed in a very hard to open
envelope.
Imagine background music, an
entire theater filled with over-anx
ious people, and the dramatic
words, "the envelope please."
After some fumbling (why do they
do that?), I open it and
read,"What can Career Services do
for me?"
After the "oohs" and "aahs"
have subsided, I give my response.
Career Services has something for
everyone. While many efforts
focus on soon-to-be graduates,
with On-Campus Recruiting very
visible this time of year, we have
much to offer all students and
alumni. Simply, think of the
acronym ARM, and phrase "ARM
yourself for success," to remember
the nature of our diverse offerings.
A is for Assessment. Career
exploration often begins with self
exploration.
Increasing awareness of per
sonal characteristics, interests,
skills, and values is a critical first
step to setting realistic job search,
career, and academic goals.
Meaningful and guided self assess
ment is achieved through our
Career Focus Program. This sim
ple, yet extremely valuable series
of three counseling sessions is
available to all, and we welcome
students who have just arrived on
campus as warmly as we do those
who have been here four (or more)
years.
Goal setting is an important
skill we teach and nurture (we
don't do it for you), so you don't
have to know what you want to do
to visit our office. Visit the second
floor of McConchie Hall (next to
Manor Hall at 235 West Stadium),
or call 946-2361, to schedule "a
first Career Focus session."
R is for Research.
Research (a little reading, a lit
tle thinking, and a lot of verbal
exchange) is the key to goal set
ting and, ultimately, job search
success. Our Resource Library has
numerous career related publica
tions with field and job descrip
tions and listings of potential
employers. We have a large collec
tion of recruiting literature, and
grad school and internship infor
mation.
If we don't have it, we'll refer
you to the main library to ask a
reference librarian for assistance.
Reading must be supplemented by
arranging
Information
Conversations with recent alumni

more!!!!!!!!!!HH!!!!!H!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

or parents listed in our Career
Advisory Networks and Alumni
Directory. Counselors are prepared
to guide you through
effective research or to
answer any simple
questions you might
have.
M is for Marketing
or,
frequently
Majoring.
Marketing oneself
to an employer in
assertive and goaldirected ways is how
you find full-time,
part-time, summer jobs
or internship experi
ences. We help you
develop skills to be a successful job
search
marketer.
On-campus
recruiting and job postings are

convenientx. ways 4-ss
to tnofW
market vnnr.
your
self to employers.
Andersen Consulting and Price
Waterhouse Dispute
Analysis
and
Corporate Recovery
seeks resumes ASAP
for
prescreened
schedules.
Also,
many companies,
including SAFECO,
E n t e r p r i s e ,
A n d e r s e n
Consulting,
and
Arthur
Andersen
now
seek
S o p h o m o r e s ,
Juniors and even
Freshmen
as
Internship candidates.
All majors are encouraged to
research opportunities, and submit

rpciimps for
resumes
for nre-screpnpH
pre-screened scheduland internships. Listings 0f
post-graduation and internship
recruiters
are
available
Assessment and Research oftereveal areas worthy of continued
study or clarify potential under
graduate majors. Whatever the
outcome, assessment and research
are critical first steps.
Whether you are an undergo
or a soon-to-be-grad, exploring
major choices or beginning post
graduation job search, we are here
to help. We at Career Services look
forward to seeing you soon and 1
look forward to continuing our
weekly exchanges.
Until next week, remember,
ARM yourself by taking a few steps
to the second floor of McConchie
Hall.

Living ft Entertainment
SOAP UPDATES
$g Features
CHILDREN.- Erica found
, Stye's letter, which Opal
3l l)H^|. ;rn' and later found docut yood disorders in Maria's
" After confronting Skye,
jjtoask Dimitri for the truth,
(iuced Dimitri is the father of
xp]0;.:i -,hy. Trevor told Janet she
I ng pi; part of Amanda's life,
are & I ed to Hayley about the bum
ices kl > lather- Adam blamed Laura
M artwork that was actually
j Tanner. Later, Adam and
kissed. Wait To See: Erica
Dimitri.
WORLD: Gabe was shot
Daniel told Carl Vicky
are alive, but Vicky needI attention. Cindy's conabout her ties to Grant
loe to suspect Jake had been
Nick learned Grant bribed a
Ira take custody of Kirkland.
he couldn't find Kirkland,
assumed Carl took the chiltold Amanda she's contelling Carl of her pregnanTo See: Nick and Sofia face
WORLD TURNS: Diego was
1. Lily was overjoyed to see
but surprised to see Holden
i. Later, Lily asked Holden to
* of Luke's life if she has to be
o prison for Diego's murder.
'Me, as Emily pointed an
"ty pistol at Diego's photo,
'learned the bullet could be

from her missing gun, and Pilar
vowed vengeance against Lily for
killing her brother. As he left the
funeral home, Mike heard Pilar talk
ing to Diego, and was stunned to
hear Diego's voice. Wait To See:
Margo makes a disturbing discovers'
THE BOLD AND THE BEAUTIFULClaudia agreed to go along with
Stephanie's suggestion of pursuing
Thome, after his breakup with
Macy. But she told him she can't go
through with their lovemaking
because she knows of his feelings for
Taylor. Maggie went to London to
see Jessica and warned Shelia to keep
away from James. Grant told Clarke
it was useless to fantasize about
Lauren because she's not available.
Meanwhile, Lauren was stunned
when Ridge confirmed Stephanie's
interest in Eric. Thorne asked Taylor
to go to Tahiti with him. Wait To
See: Ridge gets shocking news about
Grant.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Bo learned
that J.L. King, the drug czar, video
taped him pocketing the wad of
money. While Marlena wondered
who was calling on Kristen's cell
phone, (it was Susan), a nurse tried
to tell John his wife was in labor, but
Kristen intercepted the message, and
then dashed to the hospital. Hope
was devastated when Bo told her he
needed time alone. Disguised as
Susan's nurse, Kristen realized
Marlena saw Susan (still posing as
Kristen) marry John in the delivery
room, with Vivian as a witness.

Later, Kristen panicked when she
learned Susan may have to have a CSection. Wait To See: Marlena faces a
dilemma.
GENERAL HOSPITAL: Ned told
the Quatermaines about Lois' deci
sion to take their daughter away
from Port Charles. Despite the reve
lation of her long-ago affair with
Ned, Monica was reassured by Alan's
romantic attentions. Jax tried to get
Sonny to admit he was sending gifts
to Brenda. Carly became insecure as
Tony and Bobbie smoothed out
their post-divorce differences. Wait
To See: Katherine wrestles with a
decision involving Luke and Stefan.
GUIDING LIGHT: Blake and the
twins were victims of a car accident,
forcing Rick to make a confession as
he prepared to operate on Kevin.
Josh balked at Reva's request about
keeping their distance from one
another. Ross reacted sadly to the
news about Rick being Kevin's
father, and realized his life had
changed. Later, Blake told a shocked
Annie she no longer has a hold on
her. Meanwhile, Jenna realized she'll
have to tell Buzz the truth about
their son. Wait To See: The real
world comes crashing down for
Jenna and Buzz.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: At Antonio's
trial, Andy was forced to give dam
aging testimony. Tea got set to
destroy her credibility. In Rio,
Farinho told R.J. of Cassie and
Kevin's visit to the bank. Later, after
stealing a file from Farhino, the two

were caught in a crowd of Carnival
revelers, and later became targets of
a gun-holding stranger. Maggie's
father lied about not having
Eleanor's locket. Todd and Blair
learned Starr has a rare blood dis
ease. Wait To See: Cassie and Kevin
confront a shocking discovery.
SUNSET BEACH: Ben protected
Annie by allowing Meg to believe
she'd seen another woman in his
bathroom. Eddie was upset that
Paula agreed to marry Ricardo, and
followed the couple home. He later
kidnapped Paula. Bette and Olivia
realized Del had stolen the
Deschanel jewels. Annie intercepted
Meg's Internet message to Ben about
being "Dorthy from Kansas." After
Meg found Annie very much alive,
Ben said they'll all have to work
together to clear her of murder
charges. Wait To See: Cole makes a
decision about Olivia.
THE YOUNG AND THE RESTLESS:
Chris was stunned to hear Nina
voice doubts about her love for
Ryan. Grace fumed as she watched
Tony and Victoria trying to make
her jealous. Later, Cole told Victoria
that he wanted more out of their
marriage than sex. Sasha vowed
vengeance on Phyllis. Victor was
crushed when Nick told him not to
visit Sharon in the hospital, and
Josh took Nick's side. Dru was furi
ous when she learned Neil told Sid
she wanted fewer assignments. Wait
To See: Kurt has mixed feelings for a
suggestion from Ashley.

HOROSCOPES
ling Features
March 21 to April 19)
' aced with a change in your
e philosophy because of
jmeVents" While change is
, . es ^ard for you, it's a good
.eXpl0re 'his. Some long-«TkU°m are suhject to
l h
^h's weekend, a new
'as you fascinated.
5

I

J (ApM 20 to May 20)
* financial gains through
. ®ter«ts this week. At the
a co-worker is being
I^
tie p ^ °hshnate and uncoerhaps the motivation is
^• something which shouldrn you. This weekend
L
0lhance and passion.
'I

<Klay

21 to June 20)
Problems on the home
tjjjj CuIar'y concerning chilt-J1Jr ^eeL- Romantically, you
Partner are enjoying a

long-overdue renaissance. This
weekend, an intriguing social invi
tation arrives from a surprising
source.
CANCER (June 21 to fitly 22)
The extra money you need becomes
available to you for that pet project.
An irritating event has you angry
later in the week. However, as the
weekend approaches, your mood
improves considerably.

tures at work. This weekend, you're
at your charming, social best.

friends and loved ones into your
home.

LIBRA
(September
23
to
October 22) You make a break
through concerning a childhood
problem that has been haunting
your life. However, try not to wal
low in self-pity. Domestic problems
confront you later in the week, but
are quickly resolved.

CAPRICORN (December 22 to
January 19)
Someone you've
helped out in the past needs your
aid yet again, but don't be afraid to
say no. This person is using you as a
crutch. Constantly coming to the
rescue is not helpful in the long run.

LEO (July 23 to August 22) It is
a great time for you career-wise.
Some receive a raise or promotion,
while others make a great deal of
progress. Domestic matters need
your attention later in the week, as
do matters of the heart.

SCORPIO (October 23 to
November 21) A friend is being
unreasonably difficult due to a
financial concern; try no to get
involved. In particular, don't lend
any money. In romance, everything
goes your way, and a new beginning
is made.

VIRGO
(August
23
to
September 22)
You are disap
pointed by a close friend who lets
you down early in the week. Later,
however, you are pleased with the
progress made on collaborative ven

SAGITTARIUS (November 22 to
December 21) You're upset by the
delays you encounter this week on
the job. However, business contacts
you make bode well for future gains.
This weekend, feel free to invite

AQUARIUS (January 20 to
February 18) It is an inconsistent
week for you on the job. You are
beset with setbacks followed by tri
umphs as you move through the
week. This weekend,
you're
exhausted and need to catch up on
your rest.
PISCES (February 19 to March
20) You find it difficult to hide
your resentment of a hurtful
acquaintance. It's best to let go of
this anger, since this person isn't
worth your trouble. The weekend
promises fun times.

For those who thought
they'd never get into cellular,
we have just one word:

Introducing Prepaid cellular from AI&T.
No Annual Contract. No Credit Check. No Monthly Bill. No Deposit.
It's cellular where everyone's welcome. AM' AirTime Cards give you easy access to
cellular at one flat rate. Once you pick one up, it's simple to get going. Bring in your own phone,
or choose one at a non-contract rate from a wide selection. There's no annual contract, no
credit check, no deposit and no monthly bill. If you're looking to go cellular, now's the time to come on in.

With AKST, wireless is more

ATX3T Wireless Services

CELUULAROHE'
member

Technology that sets you free."*
See an ATXT Wireless Services Store or participating dealer near you.

1800 342-3212
wmmm

JACKSON

11974 W. Highway 88
209 223-3223

MODESTO

3600 Sisk Road
209 545-4475

0AKDALE

1190 F Street

(Kragen Shopping Center)

SONORA

1203 Sanguinetti Road
209 533-3330

209848-1043

STOCKTON

1128 East March Ln.
209 476-1400

TURLQCK

1571 Geer Road

(Walgreen's Shopping Center)
209 634-8996

HOME BASE
„
,,
Modesto 2225 Plaza PWy-S!
209 S06-5116
.„
Stockton 1880 E. Hammer Ln
209607-9633

SHERWOOD MALI.

Stockton 209 608-579'

CALL FOR H
STOCKTON

Ceil Star
Cellular Warehouse
49'er Cellular

LODI

MANTECA

Express Video & Cellular

Express Video & Cellular

mmm

1
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Campus Events

G I R L !2

;ERS
Bpm

,
•

•

t Two Toppin

******iw*.# festtiujtti

a . .$6.75

o, musbroom,

r

Casual * Fun * Lively * Affordable
Lunch * Dinner * Cocktails
6629 Embarcadero Drive at Ben Holt Drive west of 1-5
Stockton at Village West Marina
Locally Owned

m

209-474-6585

lSil

Burger
Redder or
Iss & fries

Reservations Accepted * Gift Certificates Available
Visa, MasterCard, American Express.Discover

4137 North El Dorado
Stockton, California 95206
(209) 465-6048

JSS.75

|1.30

1

• , Wood-fired Pizza's * Rotisserie " Fresh Seafood * Pasta

extra .50 P« topping

Monday

t

DINING ON THE DELTA
EVERY TABLE HAS A VIEW
DECK AND FULL BAR
ALL ITEMS AVAILABLE TO GO
LIVE ENTERTAINMENT!

„ bell pepper,
[c, pineapple,
pepperoni,
salami,

»

The Personal Touch

beer

Embroidery
Screenprinting
Fraternity Lettering

if bottled
alter 10 pin

Your
Garments
or ours

Specializing in Garment Lettering of All Types

(1478-6290

Hp Canal Blvd. M
R CA 95207
^5 ti&m the Hilton entrance

The most boring ad on
the page and your
reading it. Think what
a good ad could do for
your business.
Call 946-2115

~ \ W..i i
:f

"Global
Perspectives"
and
"Rainbow Cultures," both spon
sored by the Office of International
Studies, present "Teaching Black
Studies: Who Qualifies?," discussed
by Profs. Mamie Darlington,
departments of Sociology and
Black Studies, and Don Grubbs of
the History Department, 12-1 p.m.
in the Bechtel International
Center.
Leadership Development Series:
Breaking Cultural Stereotypes pre
sented by Barbara Urbain, Director
of International Services and
Allison Dumas, Assistant Director
of Supportive Services Program, 2-4
p.m. in the McCaffrey Center
Conference Room.
College of the Pacific Spring
Convocation: Speaker Robert
Hanyak, 1997 Faye and Alex
Spanos Distinguished Teaching
Award and presentations of
awards, 7-9 p.m. in Raymond Great
Hall.
U-A
(W)
Big
West
Championships at

Swimming
Conference
Long Beach

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship,
weekly prayer meeting in Collivgr
101/ noon.

Night Life
McCaffrey Center Movie: "Sense
and Sensibility" 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to UOP
students.
Basketball (M) vs. Boise Idaho at
Boise, Idaho, 6:30 ptm.

The G a l l e r y G i f t s & T h i n g s

t For the/thCn^yyovojust cayv't fVvvd/ cwywhere-- els&!

jewelry, spiked collars, etc.

i H o n Miracle Mile a t 1 8 4 9 Pacific Ave. 9 3 7 2 9 9 1

Basketball (W) vs. UC Santa
Barbara, in A.G. Spanos Center, 7
p.m.
:

FRIDAY.
FEBRUARY
28
i.'
—•
11

'

Campus Events

m*'i 2
a drinking est.
H8P' n
Pfrr^l .

any draft beer $1.75

* ^DNiiOAY^- $2.00 purple hooters
pppifr

1AV

r~%V

$2.50 Jack Daniels

Lifelong
Learning Extension
Credit: Basic Grammar and
Writing Skills, Session I: 6 p.m.-10
p.m.; Sat. March 1 and Sun. March
2, 9 a:.m. - 2 p.m., in Werfdell
Phillips Center Room 219. For
more info call 946-242Tor visit the
Office of Lifelong Learning in
McConchie Hall.
Volleyball (M) vs. CSV Long Beach
in!"AiG. Spanos Center at 7 p.m. * .
Swimming
Conference
Long Beach

(W)
Big
Weit
Championships at

tiy.
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Night Life
McCaffrey Center Movie: Sense
and Sensibility 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, 51.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to UOP
students.
Conservatory of Music Concerts
and Resident Artist Series: Pacific
Jazz Combos, Director Allen
Brown, 8 p.m. in Faye Spanos
Center, $3 general admission and
free to UOP students and children
under 12.
Chi Alpha Meeting, Z-Building
East at 8 p.m.
Jackpot Rock n Roll at The
Blackwater Cafe, 9 p.m., $4 admis
sion.

SATURDAY MARCH 1
Campus Events
Lifelong Learning: Session I Basic
Grammar and Writing Skills, 9
a.m.- 2p.m., Wendell .Phillips
Center Room 219.
Basketball (W) vs. Cal Poly in
A.G.Spanos Center at 2 p.m

Off Campus Events
Baseball vs. Southern Utah at Oak
Park's Billy Hebert Field at 12 p.m..
The
San
Joaquin
County
Commission ori the Status of
Women and the UOP Gender
Studies Program sponsoring a ben
efit concert for Charterhouse for
Refugee Services at Faye Spanos
Concert Hall, 2-4:30 p.m.

Night Life
Volleyball (M) vs. IISC in A.G.
Spanos Center, 7 p.m.
McCaffrey Center Movie: Sense
and Sensibility 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to UOP
students.
Conservatory of Music Concerts
and Resident Artist Series: Big
Band Jazz Dance, • Dirdctbt Allen
Brown, 8 p.m. at Raymond <}reat
Hall-,.,

K

,;h

Musical Blast Off: A celebration of
Women's History Month featuring
The Stuart & Rooney Band with
Guitarist Alice Stuart, in the
President's Room, UOP, 5:30-6:30
p.m. General Admission' $15 5
Patron and $6 Children uude;
Comedy Night at The Blacks
Cafe, 9 p.m., $5 cover.

Calendar
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SUNDAY MARCH 2
Campus Events
Lacrosse (M) 10:30 a.m.

Night Life
Colllver Lectures: Huston Smith
offers "Why Christians Should
Care About World Religions" 7
p.m. in Morris Chapel.

MONDAY MARCH 3
Campus Events
Greek Council Executive Board,
weekly meeting, 6 p.m.
Colliver Lectures:
9:30 a.m. Music and Mystery
around the World in Morris
Chapel, Todd Barton and Rustin
Appleyard, The Sound of Light.
11 a.m. Huston Smith offers "The
Wisdom of Faith," in Sear Hall
Room 114.
2 p.m. Conversation about World
Religions, Huston Smith and
Stockton Clergy, Colliver 101.
4 p.m. A Christian Odyssey to
Dharmasala: Tibetan Buddhism,
the Dalai
Lama, and
the
Compassionate Heart, Norrie
Palmer, Sears Hall 114.
7 p.m. Huston Smith offers "The
Masks of God: Common Vision of
the World's Religions," in Morris
Chapel.

TUESDAY MARCH 4
Campus Events
Tuesday World Forum: History
Professor Suzanne Pasztor pre
sents "Popular Unrest in Mexico
Today: Is the Revolution Dead?,"
noon to 1 p.m. in the Bechtel
International Center.
Leadership Development Series:
Follower-Driven Leadership pre
sented by Jeff Miles, Assistant
Professor of Management, UOP, 4-6
p.m. in the McCaffrey. Center
Conference Room.
ASVOP Senate weekly meeting,
McCaffrey Center Conference
Room, 5-7 p.m.
H.I.V. Testing at the Cowell Health
Center 6-8 p.m.

Night Life
Volleyball (M) vs. Loyola Chicago
in A.G. Spanos Center at 7 p.m.

WEDNESDAY MARCH 5
Campus Events

University of Wyoming Professor
and psychologist Susan McKay
presents "Women's Experiences as
Young Mothers at a JapaneseAmerican Relocation Camp, 194245," 7 p.m. in the Bechtel
International Center.

Car

,*an run
grill

41 YEARS of QUALITY
"Manny's" ^

6aliffrr/ua WrfrsA

STOCKTONS,

(_
A " F • E.
Breast of Chicken Sandwich

featuring: Expresso Roma hk

Drive Thru Espi_

Wp nnlv
We
only IKP
use Parifi.'
Pacific Coast NATUUi SK
Their feed is a sweet qranoia of
The Oltftashioned
*

Marinated Carved from the Bone

Leadership Development Series:
Being Your Personal Best presented
by Ticka Simon-Rossetto, Health
Educator Crossroads Program,
UOP, 2-4 p.m. in the McCaffrey
Center Conference Room.

Barbequed Beef Sandwich
with Fresh Herbs

Greek Council, weekly meeting 8
p.m.

(one block south of March Li

Fresh Pacific Red Snapper

We accept ATM, VISA, Discover t He-

Stockton's Best"

* World's First Oyster Bunrfto' Nn- •
.c
' lumbo Garlic Prawns' Rotissex cL
* Fresh Squeezed Lemonade • Came Ail
'Carnitas (roast port)

from our Wood Burning Oven

Rotisserie Chicken
FRESH
"""

Fish and Chips

THURSDAY MARCH 6

Fish Sandwich

S

on Sourdough

Campus Events

NATURAL • NTi

A

L o

Steamed Artichoke

Chi Alpha Christian Fellowship,
weekly prayer meeting in Colliver
101, noon.

Mayo/Butter

"STOCKTON'S BEST"
FAST FOOD CAFE

Lacrosse (M) 6:30 p.m.

1612 Pacific Ave.
463-6415

Night Life
McCaffrey Center Movie: "St.
Elmo's Fire," 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to UOP
students.

1465 West March land
Stockton, CA 95207
(209 ) 95 2-7286 95-BR.fll

ATM, VISA, Discover & MasterCard

FRIDAY MARCH 7
•sun* 6 YK**5

Campus Events
Chi Alpha Meeting, Z-Building
East at 8 p.m.

,nd you have to

srt tor

anoWerw

and every organ in your biology textbook

Night Life

starts to

McCaffrey Center Movie: St.
Elmo's Fire 8 p.m. at the
McCaffrey Center Theater. General
Admission is $3, $1.50 for seniors
and children under 12. Free to UOP
students.

look ifo

/Q,JresH

tfetfc

VE,f°r WM
!"('»

Unaccompanied Strings concert
featuring UOP resident artist vio
linist and violist James Stern with
guest artist Robin Sharp, 8 p.m. in
Morris Chapel.

SATURDAY MARCH 8
Campus Events
Lacrosse (M) 10:30 a.m.

Off Campus Events
Charles Clerc, educator, writer and
editor, at Maxwell's Bookmark,
2103 Pacific Ave., signing copies of
his collection, The Y and Other
Stories, at 1 p.m.
Learn How You Can Be a Mentor
to At-Risk Youth in San Joaquin
County at Barnes & Noble, 660
W.March Ln., noon to 2 p.m.

'
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PHONE §52-3030 HOURS: SUN-THURS: 11:00-MIDNIGHT

Free Delivery

FRI & SAT: 11:00-2« 0

Now Hiring

TIOP SPECIAL •

1 Medium Pizza
1 Topping
+ 2 Cokes
(2nd Pizza only $4.00 more)

$9.99 ;

1 Medium Pizza
1 Topping
+ 2uokas

___
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Classifieds
lishing company.)

SSfti
closed homes from penn j 51 Delinquent tax, Repo's,
iff; your area. Toll free 1-800$ Ext. H-8700 for current

Division Accounting Major to supP°rt, tax activities ASAP through
April 15. Flexible hours. $8.50/hour.
Contact Bunnie Moscatelli 2431 W
100' s,ock,on

cars from $175. Porsches,
^
Chevy's,
BMW's,
Uf'K'
Nm ces Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your
jjll free 1-800-218-9000 Ext.
jfor current listings.
:,i%'
>'ta

»U»v

8?

M' ijj irmate hangover cure! Sob'rFt*s J only patented product
|aL^ a to CURE the common hangSatisfaction guaranteed or
ioney back. Five packs for
+
$3
s/h.
Jngovercure.com 888-774700

\ 95i;*Jr.nd-raiser- Raise $500 in five
| Ml Greeks, clubs, motivated indiFast, easy- No financial
1-800-862-1982 Ext. 33.
TIME & WORK STUDY JOBS

ek

| National Fraternity wants
tn assistants. Save $1350 a
ter and enjoy the best meals
campus. Help clean-up in
fge for meals. For more infor® call 889-1107 and leave a
age.
Jspossible

reading books. Part
' Tt home. Toll free 1-800-218R-8700 for listings.
Land Tour Employment(
i°trave' to Mexico, Hawaii,
an while earning a living?
ii", 1"800'276-5407 Ext.
(We re a research and pub-

JMMBIOs

Safeco Corporation is a Fortune 500
financial services company, with
emphasis in the insurance industry.
It annually offers salaried intern
ships as well as scholarships to qual
ified candidates. The summer
internships focuse on providing
opportunities to learn about insur
ance claims, underwriting, loss con
trol, marketing, and management.
Resumes and cover letters are due
this year in Career Services by April
1st, with interviews conducted soon
after. For additional information
call 946-2361. The Safeco contact
person is: Greg Smith, 3000
Executive Parkway, Suite 300, San
Ramon, CA 94583, (510) 277-8600
or FAX 277-8636.
Ralph's Software and Computer
seeks Service Technicians with
knowledge of DOS, Macintosh,
Windows, UNIX, as well as basic
electronics. Contact John Luft or
Peter Sorokin, 429 March Lane 9575555.
Enterprise Rent-A-Car seeks intern
candidates all semesters in various
locations. In Stockton, SAC or

MULTICOLOR
CUSTOM
SCREENPRINTING
EMBROIDERY

Christina Flowers
Classified Ads Manager

NorCal contact Marylou Prevost,
4732 Auburn Blvd., SAC 95841
(916) 349-8000 or FAX 349-808o!
For Concord, SF, or Bay Area, Julie
Bonnie, 2550 Monument Blvd
Concord 94524, (510) 609-6916.
McLaren/Hart
Environmental
Engineering seeks Temporary/Parttime/On-call civil, geotechnical,
environmental, or chemical engi
neering student assistant. Contact
Annalise O'Conner, HR Specialist
11101 White Rock Road, Rancho
Cordova 95670, (916)638-3696 FAX
638-2842.
Anderson Consulting wants candi
dates for Computer Science and
Engineering Summer Internship,
resumes and data sheets by
February 25th, for interviews on
Friday, March 7th. Information ses
sion on Wednesday February 19th
7-9 p.m.
Bank of America hiring hourly

» **OZ DRINK
se of any combination plate

^•Chicken-Carnitas-Fish
80(1 much

more
^LRESH! ALWAYS THE BEST!
^,„Y°kuts - Stockton, CA
yi
°

°f March Lane At the Corner of
North El Dorado

952-9510
P^J09t° "
r^N*"'e your
frrgdnnk. Offerexpires 5/1/971

Smith Way Moto Xpress seeks secre
tary. Contact David Dahl, 1-800978-8848.
"Model open doily
•Unique 1,2, & 3
bedrooms

I

C0C®N

J LTA K E-S
S1S0 off first month's rent
'Pool/Spa
on j bedroom apartments
Grouse Run Apartments
4738 Grouse Run Drive (209) 957-6710
Q V All

•Fireplaces

Spend (MIIK MM in

;

Hot

Owner/SfyliM

(209) 952-8663

836 W Benjamin Holt Dr.
Slot kton. CA 95207

specializing in
haircut, color, weaves & perms

3/22/97-3/29/97
Seats Still Available
Based on DBL Occupancy
at Hotel Costa dc Oro

I

t¥afl>y

«r
A P A R T M E N T S

•Park-like setting

"\$539<

(JUL TO WIV! Sure Travel
(209) 473-7300 I Behind the Hilton

NEW STUDENT
DENTAL PLAN
No charge for diagnosis and x-rays

EUROPE $249
Within USA $79-5129
Mexico $199.r/t Cheap Fares

Everywhere!

5 DAY TURN-AROUND IN MOST CASES

California Tees

airhitch@netcom.com
www isicom fr/airhitch/

1439 N. El Dorado #C • Stockton, CA 95202
(209)467-7624 -FAX#467-0320

415-834-9192

ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS/
EARLY REGISTRATION FALL 1997
• Advising for early registration begins March 3-21.
• Registration materials can be picked up from the
Registrar's Office March 3-21.
• Early Registration begins by appointment on
March 17-21, April 1-4, April 7-11.
from the Registrar's Office

only $5700
y v f

per year

Save money and your teeth! Enroll now!
Call for brochure-(800) 655-3225

what fila?

est pending

(except for professional pharmacy)

MEXICAN FOOD

sales/teller positions. Visit Lincoln
Village Branch, 504 W. Benjamin
Holt location Thursday, February
13, 3-5 p.m. with resume for on-site
interview.

•|ob our L . .7

I'fbsite i n n m i n i u m

E

london 174
amsterdam 272
madrid 298
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Council
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UOP water polo players go national
JACK SHEEHAN
Pacifican guest writer
The level of play for three UOP
water polo players has dramatically
« intensified since their involvement
in the US National Water Polo
Team.
Ryan Price of Hermosa Beach,
CA., Daniel Satchkov of New York,
NY, and Brad Schumacher of Bowie,
MD. are all practicing on the US
team in hopes for a spot at future
competitions, including the 2000
Olympics in Australia. Upcoming
games begin with the Fina Cup in
Greece and The University Games
in Italy, both to be held in the sum
mer of '97.
"It's a challenge to be practicing
with the US team. It is a great, new
experience that offers opportunity
as high as I can imagine," said Price.
As well as his experience in
water polo, Price is also an active
competitor in swimming. Being the
1996 defending Big West champion
in the 100 meter breaststroke, he
has proved that he is ready for his

final swim competition. He will be
competing, once again, at the end
of this month in the Big West con
ference before focusing his full con
centration on water polo.
Competing in the 2000
Olympics in Australia is included in
Price's goals. He would like to fol
low in his father's footsteps, who
was an alternate on the US Olympic
Water Polo Team in 1968. Price will
take one step at a time though by
continuing his vigorous practices
with the US team throughout the
week in Berkeley, Stanford, Corona
del Mar, and UOP.
The assistant coach of the US
Water Polo Team, John Tanner, has
worked personally with all three
UOP players. Not only is he the
head coach of the men's water polo
and swim teams at UOP, but has
personally lead Brad Schumacher to
the 1996 Olympics in Atlanta.
"It works out perfectly to have
J.T. (John Tanner) coaching me in
both swimming and water polo. He
must know what he's doing, he got
me this far," said Schumacher.

Schumacher also looks forward
to finding a spot on the United
States Olympic Water Polo Team
and enjoys competing with the top
players in the nation. He will con
tinue to train in swimming, though
and hopes to compete in the sport
again in the 2000 Olympics. Events
Schumacher looks forward to before
the Olympics include the Aquatics
World Championships in 1998,
where he will focus on swimming,
as well as the national water polo
events this summer in Italy and
Greece.
Schumacher will continue his
dedication to training, both with
the US National Water Polo Team
and under Tanner's close supervi
sion in swimming. Tanner's coach
ing experience nationally and inter
nationally, including Mexico,
Canada, Australia, Cuba, and
numerous countries in Europe,
have proven to be quite useful to
the members and teams he serves.
"We are all looking forward to
our first chance to qualify for the
2000 Olympics at the World

Championships in Jan of
Tanner. "There is a lot of 0Dty for new players on the t
very exciting, yet a lot 0fn?
he continued.
"This opportunity to
with the US National Wats
Team has been a great exn
Nothing compares to PL
with Olympians," said
Satchkov.
Satchkov does well as \
offensive player. His expel
includes competition on Sod
Kazakhstan junior national!
before coming to the United!
Before anything, Satchkov!
return to UOP for his final sea]
lead the men's water polo td
the fall of '97
Price and Schumachergraduating this year with dec
business before placing full fol
their swimming and waterl
abilities. UOP looks forward td
progress on the US National
Polo Team.

THE JOCK
BETTING LIKE

Lacrosse ready to play with big boys
RYAN HARSCH
Staff Writer

;

I

Sunday, February 23, marked
the first official game for the UOP
Men's Lacrosse team, playing
Santa Clara. Even though the UOP
Tigers were defeated, there were
some impressive scores by junior
attackman Dan Hazlett with two
goals and one assist, as well as
three goals and two assists from
freshman attackman David Jacobs.
Division I team Santa Clara has
always been a fierce competitor in
the past, with most of their players
having had experience in high
school lacrosse teams.
Assistant
Coach
Andrew
Snaider stated that, "even though
we did suffer a setback in the Santa
Barbara Shootout Tournament and
in playing Santa Clara, I feel that
those worked as tune-up games for
the team. Now the UOP Men's
Lacrosse team is ready to begin
playing and excelling in division
games." This is the first season in
which the UOP Tigers will finally
begin playing in Division I games.
It is anticipated that this will be a
very exciting season for the team.
"This team is a fresh team,
who has had little time to finetune certain aspects of the game,"
sophomore goalie Bodie Thorpe

remarked after Sunday's game.
"Yet we still are making massive
strides within a minute amount of
time. We are creating a strong
lacrosse team out of a pool of ath
letes." Even though each player is
a seasoned athlete, many of them
are gradually beginning to master
the challenging sport of lacrosse.
The two games of this weekend
are seen by many players to be the
biggest and most important games
of the season. On Saturday, March
1, the UOP Tigers will again play
an away-game with the Humboldt
State team. UOP Men's Lacrosse
coach Mike Gillespie believes that
"this may be a tough game.
Humboldt State has gotten
stronger; they just beat Cal Poly

TEAM LEGENDS

SCREENPRINTING

EMBROIDERY

T-SHIRTS. HATS, JACKETS,MUGS
PENS, KEYCHAINS, & MORE!!!

X BRING IN THIS AD G GST 5% Off
K

THE BEST PRICES IN TOWN!

JOIN US AT oun NEW LOCATION
4627 E. FREMONT, STOCKTON
209/469-2474 FAX:209/4694589

San Luis Obispo, who we lost to a
few weeks ago in the Santa Barbara
tournament. This is going to be
the second game of the season,
and we still have a few kinks to
work out on the defensive end."
On Sunday, March 2, at
1:00pm in the Amos Alonzo Stagg
Memorial Stadium, the UOP Tigers
will again be playing Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo.
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MEN'S NCAA WOLLEYBAU
3-1
lOlffiS
PACIFIC
use
3-2
PACIFIC

pizza & pub

Wednesday
nights
All-you-can-eat l
^

PACIFIC
PACIFIC

Hours:
Sun-Thui

Pizza • Raviolis
Sandwiches
Micro &
Domestic Beers
Darts • 3 TVs

j^jryrj .

MEN'S NCAA HOOPS

Lunch or Dinner
we deliver!

«
, s
T
Just fax your order cc
j we'll bring it to you
need a menu?
fax # 472-7326
j

$4..99 I

10 am to I"
Fri-Sat

10 am to 1-

Guidi's
UOPSP"'

Small, 1 t0P"n.
Medium, 1 t0P
Large, 1 toP ^

4415 Pacific Avenue 472^1!
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Women's baskethnll

'ltinued from page 20

id being drafted for the pros out of
ai7.c high school.
a senior out of Turlock High
otof
Jjjool, Reichert was selected in the
Uth round of the amateur draft by
djeSt. Louis Cardinals. He chose not
% I0 play professionally, and instead,
nal n; jjjose to attend Pacific on an athletic
reat scholarship.
to
"I've got three years of D-I base
ball under my
belt now," said
Reichert. He does not regret coming
to Pacific. "Things didn't work out,"
he said about getting drafted.
The draft is definitely on his
mind as some scouts predict him to
jo as high as the 11th pick.
"Right now, at this point in time,
[would see him as a top five rounder,
possibly higher," said Coach Noble.
Noble added that "it does no good to
speculate" since the draft is such a
guessing game.
"If I have a good year," said
Reichert, "hopefully I'll get drafted
high enough that I'll be able to sign

and start my pro career."
Getting drafted as high as num
ber 11 could mean some serious
money, and the Turlock native
knows this.
"Hey, it'd be kind of cool to make
a million dollars one day," he said,
"but that's three months down the
road. I mean I could be walking
down the street and get hit by a car."
On top of that he has set some
lofty goals. He said he would like to
throw a no-hitter.
In high school, he came extreme
ly close to getting one. He was one
out shy of a no-hitter.
"A big, fat left-hander...slapped it
down the left field line." That was as
close as he had gotten.
Another goal of Reichert's is to
take the Tigers to Omaha, Ne., site of
the College World Series.
Reichert hopes to be drafted by a
warm weather team and said his
favorite team is the San Francisco
Giants.

* COLTON'S CORNER
?lf C. COLTON
Sports Editor

The baseball team is enjoying a
fine season so far with a 14-8 record.
The support for the team is not as
fine. Granted, Billy Hebert Field is
not exactly on-campus, but its close
enough. Dan Reichert is a pro
prospect and its unfortunate
lvhen there are more scouts at
^
the games than fans. I wish
students would support the
baseball team. I too, am
guilty...
Kudos to the unknown
ans at last Sunday's women's
h°op game who hyped up the
erowd. There needs to be more
tans like these...
After going 12-0 in the Spanos
enter this year, its sad to think
'ere are no more men's hoop
Pmes. It was fun while it lasted...
Pre-Tournament Hype
At 20-4, the hoop squad is lookn8 good going into this week's away
8araes at Boise State and Long Beach,
J next week's Big West Tourney.
eres the deal: Regardless of how
they f;
are this week, if the Tigers want

an automatic berth to the NCAA
Tournament they can get one by
winning the Big West Tourney. If
they don't win the Big West Tourney,
they'll have to hope for an at-large
bid. The Tigers are seriously on the
bubble right now...
Coach Bob Thomason wants to
forget about the bubble. "Let's forget
about that," he said of hoping to
receive an at-large, "and let's
go win the (Big West) tourna
ment and make sure we get
(the automatic berth for the
NCAA tournament)." Right
on, Coach!...
There is a chance there could
be another Tiger home game. If
the Tigers get snubbed from the
Big Dance, they will be a lock for the
NIT, the consolation tournament for
the next 32 best college basketball
teams. The Tigers would receive a
first round home game, most likely,
for the NIT. But let me stress, that we
don't want to play if we can go to
the Dance...
The women's team could be a
serious sleeper team for the Big West
tournament. Three upsets for them
and its hello NCAAs.

NCAA
MEN'S
B-BALL

CSLA 7
UOP IS

Home sweet home

JOSH MONTERO
Staff Writer
For the Tigers in Big West play,
home isn't just where the heart is, it's
also where the wins are. The Tigers,
winners of their last three at home,
look to bounce back from a rough
road trip.
Friday night brought the Eastern
leading Boise State Broncos into
town. Like Lego blocks, the Tigers
defense fit together and was nearly
unseparable, holding the Broncos to
21 first half points and 26% shoot
ing. Nursing a 5 point halftime lead,
the Tigers began to sputter a bit,
allowing Boise State to capitalize on
transition errors. It took several min
utes for the Tigers to regain compo
sure, but they were able to turn it up
and force OT.
The bonus period was all Tigers
as they walked away with a solid 6663. Guard Eden Palacio lit up the
Broncos for 24 points and 12
rebounds, while teammate Kate
McAllister also got a double-double,
scoring 20 points and 11 boards.
Sunday's matinee matched the
Tigers against Long Beach St. They
call the free throw line the "charity
stripe," and on Sunday, the 49ers
gave until it hurt. The Tigers went to
the line 13 times in the first half, and
well over 20 by the games end.
It was, in fact, a series of key free
throws by guard Allison Luckey in
the game's waning moments that
iced the Tigers 58-50 win. Both teams
used punishing defense to keep in a

Champs

continued from page 20

out with eight points and eight
boards.
"It feels awesome," said
Nordahl of his increased playing
time. "I've been working hard all
year for this opportunity, and its
come to me, so I'm taking advan
tage of it." Six of his eight boards
were on the offensive glass with tipins coming on two of them.
The highlight of the game,
however, came with 1:36 to play
and the victory well in hand. Aaron
Woliczko caught an alley-oop pass

CSLA 0
UOP 13

Cathy Lauritzen takes it to the rack.

game of meager offense.
When the final hom sounded,
the Tigers had held off Long Beach
St., and extended their home win
ning streak to five games. For the
Tigers, Allison Luckey scored 10
points, and Kate McAllister secured
her endorsement from Windex,
cleaning 12 rebounds off the glass to
*
go with her 25 points.
As for the looming Big West tour
ney? "We're just going to focus on
one game at a time...but the tourna
ment is definitely the goal," said
senior Kate McAllister.
The final homestand is next
weekend against Sanata Barbara, and
Cal Poly.

from Scott Thomason and slammed
home the exclamation point on the
Tigers home season."I'm proud of
the players, said Thomason. "I'm so
happy for them. They've worked so
hard."
The Tigers (20-4 overall, 11-3
Big West) play their final two games
on the road. Tonight, they play at
Boise State at 6:30, and Saturday at
5:00 p.m., they play at Long Beach
State.
If they can win the big west
tournament in Reno in March, they
will qualify for the 64 team NCAA
playoffs.

CSLA 2
UOP 3
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Men's Basketball

Tiger goodbyes mean hello Western Division champs
C. COLTON
Sports Editor

Tim Nordahl cleans the glass with authority.

Scott Kaufmann

Good-byes are usually sad.
However, last weekend the Tigers
proved that good-byes can be
happy, as they won their last two
regular-season home games.
The Spanos Center was good to
the Tigers as they went undefeated
(12-0) there and clinched the #1
seed in the Western Division of the
Big West. With 5,252 on hand for
Saturday's win over UC Irvine, and
4,637 for Thursday's against Cal
State Fullerton, the team set an
attendance record with 49,929 for
the season.
Thursday's game, an 81-57 vic
tory, started out as a close battle
with the Titans eventually giving
way to the Big West Western
Division champs.
Tim Bowman made his first
start at home count, as he led the
Tigers with 21 points.
"That's his best game," said
Thomason. "I was really happy with
the way he played." Bowman start
ed in place of Monty Owens, who
had been ill recently. Owens played

21 minutes off the bench anyway
At the 5:55 mark, the Tiger iead
was only four (55-51). Enter Mark
Boelter, who nailed down two trevs
to go with a Bowman lay-up f0r an
8-0 spurt, and a 12-point lead.
"We just want to keep attack
ing," said junior forward Rayne
Mahaffey of how the team plays
with a lead. Mahaffey was a big part
of that attack, contributing 18
points and nine boards. Center
Michael Olowokandi missed both
weekend games with a sprained left
ankle, which he suffered in a game
at Cal Poly.
Saturday night's regular season
home finale ended with the hoop
squad cutting down the nets at the
Spanos Center for clinching the
Western Division championship o
the Big West Conference, after a 9646 drubbing of UC Irvine.
The night started out with the
Spanos Center crowd applauding
the six seniors on this year's squad,
who may have played in their final
regular-season home game. Senior
Tim Nordahl started in place of
senior Vic Trierweiler, and helped
See Champs page 19

Baseball

Reichert: The ?-Million
Dollar arm

c. COLTON

Sports Editor
-<?*

,

Twenty men watched him
warm-up prior to the game, each
wondering if he had "the stuff" that
a major leaguer is made of.
Right now, Dan Reichert has
only a million dollar smile, but he
hopes his arm will lead him to sever
al million dollars. The star right-han
der's every pitch is seen by major
league scouts as a top pitching
prospect for baseball's next amateur
draft. At one of his recent outings,
Coach Quincey Noble estimated that
over 30 scouts watched him throw.
"'Your mind goes off the game,"
said Reichert, "and you're thinking
more about the scouts in the stands.
I try to keep my mind out of the
stands as much as possible."
Many folks in the stands were
lucky enough to see the performance
of his career two weeks ago in a game
against Washington State at Billy

Hebert Field. He shuck out 22 batters
(fifth highest in NCAA history) in
eight innings allowing no runs in a
4-0 Tiger victory.
Reichert, 20, was also
National Player of the Week
consecutive weeks. He has jumped
out to a 6-1 record and averaging
almost 16 strikeouts per nine
innings. This from a starter who
went 5-8 last season and struggled
quite a bit.
"Last year went down the drain,"
said Reichert. After an off-season of
working out and improving his con
trol, he is much improved. "I've
taken weights a lot more seriously,
running a lot more seriously." He
said that he is now able to go eight or
nine innings this season as opposed
to last season when he could go only
six or seven.
The junior said that the game
where he threw 22 K's was his finest
moment of his athletic career; that,
see Reichert page 19

Dan

Reichert could be a potential first round draft pick this year.

